
An Outstanding Speaker, Motivator, 
Coach and Performer
You are such an outstanding speaker, motivator, coach and 
performer! Thank you so much for the energy and effort you put 
forward during your presentation. Your insights and information 
are always spot on, your passion infectious. This translates to 
confident exhibitors and enthusiastic, motivated attendees. 

Patti Stracher
Vice President/Show Director, National Stationery Show

Energetic, Entertaining & Enthusiastic
Rob Fortier gave us all an energetic, entertaining, and educated 
presentation. His enthusiasm for and approach to business 
building really resonated with the audience -- people left with 
both practical tools and excitement to step up to the next level 
in their businesses.
 
Beverly R. Down
President & CEO, Creativity Coaching Association

Captured the Audience’s Hearts 
Immediately
Rob captures his audience’s hearts immediately with his energy 
and enthusiasm. He then wins over their minds by teaching 
them how to make an even bigger difference in the world with 
their businesses. Every entrepreneur should be learning from 
Rob.

Dr. Dominique Chlup 
President, Inspiring the Creative Within, LLC

AT YOUR WIT’S END WITH THE ENDLESS PARADE OF TACTICS
THAT NEVER SEEM TO WORK?

Then it’s time to discover your Magic Money
Roadmap to create a profitable business
you love EXACTLY the way you want it.

Stop sweating bullets for every single client! Instead, create blockbuster 
revenue with key profit pathways that allow you to do what you love (instead 
of what you can’t stand). Your business can be EXACTLY the way
you want:  A dream (instead of a nightmare). I'll show you how to
make it happen!

Rob Fortier, the Marketing Escape Artist, has helped hundreds of 
entrepreneurs to create profitable businesses they love. He has been
seen on stages across the country, including the main stage at
Suzanne Evans’ Be The Change Event, The National Stationery Show,
and the Creativity Coaching Association’s International Conference.

During your 45 minute Magic
Money Roadmap program,
you’ll discover:
•The one simple thing that takes minutes - and 

can turn years of business struggle into 
business success.

•How to stop following someone else’s path to 
success - which never works - and how to 
discover your own - which always does.

•The crucial key to creating a never-ending, 
profitable winning streak for your business.

•Why most people never get the business (or 
the life) they yearn for. And the one simple 
action that can turn your disaster into             
a dream ... in an instant!

•Why right now you're surrounded by all the 
profits you could ever want ... and three 
simple steps to FINALLY bring them into your 
business.

Book Rob now for your next Conference or Meeting
Rob@RobFortier.com  212.581.8158  RobFortier.com


